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DEMONSTRATIVES (8) Demonstratives for Timing and Feelings (02)



In context 3 min



How can a demonstrative express timing and feelings?



Back in those days, people used rotary phones. 1



1



Lady picture from Michal Barcol / FreeDigitalPhotos.net



Call me this afternoon.



Demonstratives Used to Express Timing and Feelings (LOC-GR8-02–E) 12 min The distance or proximity expressed by demonstratives is not always in space. It can be in time: Demonstrative this (singular)



that (singular)



Timing present recent past near future distant past distant future



these (plural)



present recent past near future



those (plural)



distant past distant future



Examples This dinner is delicious, I am savoring it. I played ping-pongthis afternoon. We will go out for dinner this evening. I still remember that day in 1995. One day it will happen, and I want to be there that day. These days, young peole wear jeans. I stayed home these past few days. These coming weeks are going to be challenging. Those were great times. I am looking forward to those moments.



The distance or proximity expressed by demonstratives can also be related to feelings.‘this’ and ‘these’ show proximity (positive feelings, like, approval…). ‘that’ and ‘those’ show distance, often with a negative connotation (dislike, disapproval…). Examples: Look at thiscute little boy. I didn’t likethat stupid movie. I agree withtheseexcellent ideas. I do not trustthose guys.



Writing Exercise 5 min Match the demonstratives on the left to the situations on the right. 1. this afternoon 2. that horrible woman 3. these days 4. those bad actors 5. these polite children 6. that week 7. those holidays 8. this nice lady



a. plural, like b. singular, in a long time c. singular, soon d. singular, like e. singular, dislike f. plural, dislike g. plural, now h. plural, a long time ago



Writing Exercise 5 min Choose the correct demonstrative. 1. I don’t understand how you can listen to__________ horrible music. (this/that) 2. I was busy today; __________ morning, I went to 5 stores. (this/that) 3. __________ was the day I made the decision. (this/that) 4. This picture was taken last year. Do you remember __________ day? (this/that) 5. You should make an appointment soon, I suggest one of __________ two days. (these/those) 6. What kind of person would say __________ awful things? (these/those) 7. What did you think about __________ movie you saw last week? (this/that) 8. __________ is a wonderful vacation, I am having a great time. (this/that) 9. We went to Australia last year, __________ was the vacation of a lifetime! (this/that) 10. I will never speak to __________ people again. (these/those)



Reading Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Read these sentences to your teacher. Then, change the words in italic to use a demonstrative. Example: I will see you in the evening. I will see you this evening. 1. She will come in three weeks on the Friday and stay for the weekend. 2. Here is the file I need. 3. Can you rememberthe rabbit we saw three days ago? 4. I really don’t like thehorror movies you watch. 5. The people are so nice.



Speaking Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Listen to your teacher’s questions. First, think about what demonstrative you can use in your answer. Second, answer the question using this demonstrative. Example: What will you do tonight? I can use ‘this’ in ‘this evening’, because it is singular and a near future.



 This evening, I will watch a movie. 1. At what time did you get up today? 2. What kind of music do you dislike? Why? 3. Do you remember your first day at work? How did you feel? 4. Smart phones are very popular, what do you think about them? 5. Do you miss those days when you were a teenager?



Quiz 10 min True or False? 1. The distance or proximity expressed by demonstratives is always in space. true false 2. The distance or proximity expressed by demonstratives can relate to time or feelings. true false 3. ‘this’ can express a distant past. true false 4. ‘that’ can express we don’t like something.



true false



Match the beginning of a sentence on the left to its end the right. 1. She really hates 2. I used to travel a lot 3. I still remember 4. Children spend hours playing video games



a. that day in 1996. b. these days. c. this teacher. d. back in those days.



Choose the correct demonstrative. 1. What is __________ horrible smell? (this / that) 2. __________ are the best holidays ever! (these / those) 3. __________ were the worst holidays ever! (these / those) 4. Who is __________? What a rude man! (this / that) 5. I am going to marry __________ wonderful man. (this / that) 6. I never forgot __________ strange summer camps. (these / those) 7. I am having so much fun __________ weekend. (this / that) 8. __________ incredible people saved my life. (these / those)
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Demonstratives - Wooskills 

A demonstrative is a word used to show something. What you show can be near or far from you. It can be singular or plural. There are four demonstratives:.
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Asking for Driving Directions - Wooskills 

GETTING ORIENTED (06). Asking for Driving Directions (1). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Peter is asking a stranger for driving directions. 1.
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Feelings - THE ENGLISH VILLAGE 

Exercise 1: choose the best word from those given to complete each of the sentences which follow. Enthusiastic â€“ confused â€“ cross â€“ thrilled â€“ depressed ...
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Timing and Magnitude of Electromyographic 

Specific examples from these records will be used to 1) describe some gross features ... in the preceding paper, we define the â€œagonistâ€� at each joint as the first ...
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Timing and Magnitude of Electromyographic 

with the apparent difference in the onset times of shoulder and .... 0, and OE represent shoulder and elbow angles, respectively. ...... feedback (Dufresne et al.
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interrupts and interrupt timing - Microdesigns 

PIC18F452's two interrupt priority levels will be examined. Working together .... tine must be sure to return CPU registers the way they were found. Because it is .... TMR2 to match PR2 int. IPR1, .... Example 9-5 Consider the three-LED array of the 
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Timing, Clocks, and Dynamical Systems 

Aug 17, 2001 - durations (such as the amount of sand that has accumulated in the ..... namical systems model of timing captures the fundamental property of ...
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To better understand our MIND and our FEELINGS 

but to realize that they become again an illusion when the mind identifies ... Consciousness can be compared to light, to what brings clarity and knowledge.
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Looking for a picnic area - Wooskills 

When talking about the location of places, we use cardinal directions. Below are the 4 common cardinal directions that are used. (North). (East). (West). (South) ...
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Adverbs - Wooskills 

Some adverbs are made up of one word and a suffix. Examples: Suffix 'wise': clockwise, likewise, otherwiseâ€¦ Suffix 'wards': towards, forwards, backwardsâ€¦
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Determiners - Wooskills 

articles a, an, the the book demonstrative adjectives this, that, these, those ... b. to help define nouns, in terms of specificity (definite or indefinite), number,.
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Vocabulary - Wooskills 

Examples: Can I have some French Fries? Can I have some milk? Can I have a glass of milk? Can I have some ice cream? Can I have a scoop of ice cream?
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Sorry??? - Wooskills 

Stating you can't understand. Asking for clarification. I didn't catch that. I didn't understand. I don't understand. I'm sorry? Excuse me? Could you repeat, please?
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Possessive Pronouns - Wooskills 

I live my life and he lives ______. (his/its). 5. We deal with our problems and they deal with ______. (hers/theirs). 6. I have never seen this jacket, it is not ______ ...
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Interrogative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Interrogative pronouns can also be used as other parts of speech, such as ... 1) You should use 'who' in your question if you can answer with the pronoun ______. ... Quiz. 10 min. True or False? 1. Interrogative pronouns are used to ask ...
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Articles - Wooskills 

Do you speak English? Meals. I will see you after ... You live on Main Street. Single mountains ... This is not the English I learned at school. The countries with an ...
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Vegetables - Wooskills 

5. Do you like potatoes? Write the plural form of each vegetable. If the vegetable has no plural form, write “none”. 1. carrot. 2. tomato. 3. onion. 4. corn. 5. potato.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

In context. 3 min. Non-native English speakers often hesitate between 'each' and 'every', because ... There is a difference between 'everyone' and 'every one':.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

Are there ______ shops near here? 10. There are not ______ ... I don't know if there is coffee, I ask. b. Can I have some coffee, please? 3. I hear a noise. c.
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Follow my feelings - Bienvenue 

Cycling, running, swimming, drawing, creation and motion of scale models, recycling .... Kitchen. Living room. Consultation room. Waiting room ground floor. 1st floor .... BUILDING PROCESS. Since 1 of cardb the tech materia. Here co from m ...
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Distinct Timing Mechanisms Produce Discrete and 

Apr 25, 2008 - 1 Theoretical Neuroscience Group, UMR 6152 Institut des Sciences du Mouvement, CNRS and UniversitÃ© ... researchers have aimed to identify the neural structures associated ..... a maximum of 8 years. ..... Planck equation.
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Voluntary Timing and Brain Function - Research 

Oct 29, 2001 - Behavioural Brain Sciences Centre, School of Psychology, The ... brain mechanisms of human voluntary timing. ... as speech and music.
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Timing Verification 

Error: Setup violation on. Instance:/chip/BITSLIUCOREU/RX9U/RXBC/U3UFLOWUERRU with path D-CP at Time=998926.275ns : Violation=1.147ns against.
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Course timing 

Replication of RNA viruses. Reverse genetics system of RNA viruses. 10th. 9 Dec. - Rabies situation in Vietnam. - Cell culture of rabies vaccine for human use.
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